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Presenter
Presentation Notes
IEAG is the meeting host. They will kick off the presentation by welcoming everyone.IEAG will introduce James Scott for opening remarks. <<CMS Rep. will give opening remarks>>Presenter:Thank you IEAG for hosting us today, and to James for kicking off our session.  Good afternoon, my name is Dayna Wolter and I am with Truven IBM Watson. Truven IBM Watson is the education, training, and assistance contractor for the MACPro System.  I will be presenting today's training, and I am joined by my colleagues Catherine Pirollo and Katie Nation.  Catherine is driving our slides, and Katie is monitoring our chat box for your questions.The purpose of today's session is to help you understand how to use the new user management functionalities within MACPro.  The target audience for today’s training includes users in Administrative Roles:  State System Administrator, CMS System Administrator, CMS Role Approver, Central Office Administrator and Senior Reviewer.  Users with other MACPro roles may find today’s session valuable, but please note that not all user management functionality is available to all roles.This call is now on presentation mode to prevent background noise.  We will have multiple opportunities for questions throughout the presentation and at the end of the training. Please submit your questions via the chat feature in WebEx to the user labeled “Ask Me A Question.”  CMS and Truven IBM Watson training staff are here to assist with any questions you may have as we go along. The goal for this webinar is to demonstrate how to use the new features for User Management in the MACPro system.  Following today's training, we will provide slides for your reference.  These slides and the video recording of this session will be added to the MACPro Resource Portal on Medicaid.gov.  You will receive an email notification when these resources become available.Along with today's slide deck, attached to the invitation for this training is a User Management Participant Guide. This supplemental document is an optional tool to enhance your experience during today's demonstration.  Please feel free to utilize the Participant Guide at your convenience.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a roadmap of our session today: We'll start with a presentation overview of new system updates to MACPro User Management functionalityWe’ll then detail which MACPro Administrative roles are impacted by this new functionality.We’ll conclude the presentation overview with information about additional resources for usersInstructions for receiving technical assistance; andWe will allow a few minutes for any final questions.Following the presentation overview, we will take a short break, and conclude our training session with a MACPro in-system demonstration of the new User Management features.



Questions?

Webex meeting panel
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we begin, please know that we welcome your questions throughout the presentation.  You may submit your questions as we go along by using the WebEx Chat feature, directing your questions privately to Ask Me a Question.  As mentioned, Katie is monitoring our chat box, and we will check in with her periodically throughout our session to address your questions.Ok, let's begin.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will start by discussing the latest system updates to MACPro User Management.



Updates to MACPro
User Management Functionality

Poll:
Have you ever used the User 
Management functionality in 

MACPro?

YES = Green Check
NO = Red X

Webex meeting panel 4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we go into details, we’d like to get an idea of how many of you have previously used the User Management functionality in MACPro.  Let's take a Poll.  In the WebEx Participant panel, please mark the Green Check for YES, or the Red X for No.  The question is, Have you ever used the User Management functionality in MACPro prior to this training?  If you have previous experience with User Management, either with requesting a role, approving or denying a role, or even viewing your User Profile in MACPro, please select the Green Check for Yes in the Participant panel.<Wait about 30-60 seconds for people to respond.  Say something general before moving on– “roughly half”, “a handful new”, “many new”; that’s great, etc.>This means we have the right folks in the room for this training.  You may have questions as we go along.  As a reminder, you can submit those to “Ask Me a Question” in the WebEx chat box.



Updates to MACPro
User Management Functionality

Poll:
Have you ever requested a 

role in MACPro?

YES = Green Check
NO = Red X

Webex meeting panel 5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re still warming up, so let’s do another poll.  In the WebEx Participant panel, please mark the Green Check for YES, or the Red X for No.  The question is, Have you ever requested a role in MACPro?Again, select the Green Check for YES, or the Red X for NO.  We’ll give you just a moment to respond.<Wait about 30-60 seconds for people to respond.  Say something general before moving on– “roughly half”, “a handful new”, “many new”; that’s great, etc.>



Updates to MACPro
User Management Functionality

Poll:
Have you ever approved or 
denied a role in MACPro?

YES = Green Check
NO = Red X

Webex meeting panel 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One more, just for fun.   Have you ever approved or denied a role in MACPro?In the WebEx Participant panel, please mark the Green Check for YES, or the Red X for No.  Please take a moment to respond.Answers are coming in now…<Wait about 30-60 seconds for people to respond.  Say something general before moving on– “roughly half”, “a handful new”, “many new”; that’s great, etc.>



Updates to MACPro
User Management Functionality

Requesting Roles Based on Attributes
When requesting/modifying a role, all users may

select multiple authorities and/or states

Role Removal
 All users may submit a role removal request for any

currently assigned roles
 Administrators (SSA, CSA, CRA, CO Admin) may 

approve or deny role removal requests submitted by 
users
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of you are already familiar with User Management in MACPro.  Today, we will go over four new helpful functions available in the system.The first new feature we will discuss is Requesting Roles Based on Attributes.  Formerly, users were only able to request one attribute at a time such as Health Homes or Adult Quality Measures.  Now, all users may select more than one authority or state at a time when requesting a new role.The second feature change is Role Removal.  All users now have the ability to submit a role removal request for any of their currently assigned roles.  Administrators [referring to the State System Administrator (SSA), CMS System Administrator (CSA), CMS Role Approver (CRA), Central Office Administrator (CO Admin)] who ordinarily receive role addition requests will also receive submitted role removal requests.  Similar to role addition requests, for a role removal request the approver will need to take action to either approve or deny removing a user's role.



Updates to MACPro
User Management Functionality

Functionality Applicable Roles *NEW*

Requesting to add, 
modify, or remove a 

role
All Users Role removal

Approving or denying a 
request to add, modify, 

or remove a role
SSA, CSA, CRA, CO Admin

Approving and 
denying role 

removal
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a summary of the functionality we just discussed listed by Role for your future reference.



Updates to MACPro
User Management Functionality
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Task Reassignment
 Specific users can reassign their own tasks
 Tasks may be manually reassigned from one MACPro

user to another eligible user
◊E.g. Senior Reviewers with matching component,

region, and office type attributes can reassign
tasks for certain users

 Tasks may be removed from a user's task queue 
when there are no eligible users available for 
reassignment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third feature change is Task Reassignment.  As you can probably guess by its name, certain users now have the ability to reassign particular tasks.Specific users may reassign their own tasks for self-reassignment.Specific users may also reassign tasks on behalf of other users– moving a task from one MACPro user to another eligible user with matching role and attributes.  For example, Senior Reviewers with matching component, region, and office type attributes can reassign tasks for certain users.Tasks may also be removed from a user's task queue.



Updates to MACPro
User Management Functionality

Functionality Applicable Roles *NEW*

Task Reassignment 
(self)

State Editor, State Point of Contact, 
State Director, CMS Point of Contact, 

Senior Reviewer, 
Package Approver/Disapprover, 

Disapproval Coordinator, CMS CO 
Admin, Technical Assistance/Analytic 

Support. 

Task Reassignment 
for self

Task Reassignment 
(others)

SSA, CSA, CRA, CO Admin, 
Senior Reviewer

Task Reassignment 
for others
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a summary of new Task Reassignment functionality listed by Role for your future reference.



Updates to MACPro
User Management Functionality
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Routing CPOC Tasks
 A CPOC task will be routed to a CPOC with attributes

(state and authority) matching that of the package
 CPOCs can have a read-only view of the package 

even after they drop their “Authority” attribute 
matching the package

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fourth feature change is Routing of CMS Point of Contact (CPOC) Tasks.  CPOC tasks will now be routed to a CPOC with attributes that match the package.In addition, CPOCs can have a read-only view of the package even if they drop their authority attribute that matches the package.  We won’t be going into detail on this update in today’s demonstration.  This slide is provided for your future reference.



Updates to MACPro
User Management Functionality

Functionality Applicable Roles *NEW*

Requesting to add, 
modify, or remove a role

All Users Role removal

Approving or denying a 
request to add, modify, or 

remove a role
SSA, CSA, CRA, CO Admin

Approving and denying 
role removal

Task Reassignment 
(self)

State Editor, State Point of Contact, 
State Director, CMS Point of Contact, Senior 

Reviewer, 
Package Approver/Disapprover, 

Disapproval Coordinator, CMS CO Admin, 
Technical Assistance/Analytic Support. 

Task Reassignment for 
self

Task Reassignment 
(others)

SSA, CSA, CRA, CO Admin, 
Senior Reviewer

Task Reassignment for 
others
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a summarized list of all new User Management functionality by role.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, let’s talk about the applicable MACPro administrative roles.



Applicable MACPro 
Administration User Roles

State System Administrator (SSA)

CMS Central Office Administrator (CMS CO Admin)

CMS Role Approver (CRA)

CMS System Administrator (CSA)

CMS Senior Reviewer
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the five MACPro user roles with role administration capabilities: State System Administrator (SSA)CMS Central Office Administrator (CMS CO Admin)CMS Role Approver (CRA)CMS System Administrator (CSA)CMS Senior ReviewerLet’s review these roles and see what’s changed.



Applicable MACPro State 
Administration User Role

Role Actions Role Approver

State System 
Administrator 
(SSA)

• Reviews and dispositions state
user role requests

• Creates and maintains the State
Profile

• Views state system reports
• Reassigns state specific tasks on 

behalf of users
• Reviews and dispositions state 

role removal requests

• CMS System
Administrator (CSA)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the State side, there is only one administrative role, the State System Administrator (or SSA). The SSA is responsible for:Reviewing and dispositioning state user role requests; andCreating and maintaining the State Profile.The SSA can also View state system reports.New features, marked in italics are ---SSAs can now Reassign state-specific tasks on behalf of users; andReview and disposition state role removal requests.Please note: all requests for the SSA role are routed to the CMS System Administrator, also known as CSA.



Applicable MACPro CMS 
Administration User Roles

Role Actions Details

CMS System
Administrator 
(CSA)

• Reviews and approves/denies user role 
requests

• Reassigns tasks on behalf of Package 
Approver/Disapprover, Disapproval 
Coordinator, Senior Reviewer, and CMS CO 
Admin

• Reviews and dispositions role removal 
requests

• Runs system reports as needed

• Cannot request any 
other user role

CMS Role 
Approver 
(CRA)

• Reviews and approves/denies CPOC and 
SRT user role requests

• Reassigns tasks for the CPOC role
• Reviews and dispositions role removal 

requests for CPOC and SRT roles

• Authority specific
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the CMS side, multiple user roles have role administration capabilities.The CMS System Administrator, also called CSA:Reviews and either approves or denies user role requestsYou’ll notice the new functionality marked in italics– CSAs can now Reassign tasks on behalf of the Package Approver/Disapprover, the Disapproval Coordinator, Senior Reviewer, and CMS CO AdminAlso NEW (as marked in italics)– the CSA can now Review and disposition role removal requestsUsers with this role may also continue to run system reports as needed. The CSA cannot request any other user role.The CMS Role Approver, also known as the CRA:Reviews and approves or denies CMS Point of Contact (CPOC) and Submission Review Team (SRT) user role requestsNew functionality for this role includes-- Reassigning tasks for the CPOC role; andReviewing and dispositioning role removal requests for CPOC and SRT roles.Additionally, this role is specific to each Medicaid State Plan authority.  For example, if you would like to be a CRA for Health Homes SPAs along with Eligibility SPAs, we encourage you to request the role twice: once for each respective authority.  This role cannot request the CSA role.If you have any questions as we review these roles, please submit them via the chat function in the WebEx.  Privately address your question to Ask Me a Question using the Chat icon.



Applicable MACPro CMS 
Administration User Roles

Role Actions Details

CMS CO Admin 
(CCA)

• CMS Central Office staff with direct 
responsibility for implementing and/or 
administering the quality 
measurement programs

• Reviews and approves/denies CMS 
CO/RO, Researcher, and Technical 
Assistance/Analytic Support role 
requests

• Reviews and dispositions role removal 
requests for CMS CO/RO, Researcher, 
and Technical Assistance/Analytic 
Support roles 

• Reassigns tasks on behalf of CMS CO 
Admin and Technical 
Assistance/Analytic Support roles

• Cannot request CSA 
role
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CMS CO Admin, also known as the CCA, is a role for CMS Central Office staff with direct responsibility for implementing and/or administrating the quality measurement programs.  The CCA:Reviews and approves or denies CMS CO/RO, Researcher, and Technical Assistance/Analytic Support role requests; andReassigns tasks on behalf of CCA & Technical Assistance/Analytic Support roles.This role cannot request the CSA role.



Applicable MACPro CMS 
Administration User Roles

Role Actions Details

CMS Senior 
Reviewer

• Views system reports
• Evaluates recommended submission 

package dispositions
• Reviews the submission package 

disapproval justification
• Reassigns tasks for Package 

Approver/Disapprover, Disapproval 
Coordinator, Senior Reviewer, and 
CPOC

• Cannot request CSA

• Cannot be Package 
Disapprover on the 
same package
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final CMS role with role administration capabilities is the CMS Senior Reviewer.Users with this role can:View system reportsEvaluate recommended submission package dispositionsReview submission package disapproval justification; andReassign tasks for a Package Approver or Disapprover, Disapproval Coordinator, Senior Reviewer, and CPOC.



Knowledge Check

Survey:
Which of the following roles 

CANNOT reassign tasks on behalf 
of another user?

A. Senior Reviewer
B. State Director
C. State System Admin
D. CMS Role Approver

Webex poll question
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a recap, let's take a Survey.  Which of the following roles CANNOT reassign tasks on behalf of another user?  Is it A. Senior Reviewer, B. State Director, C. State System Administrator, or D. CMS Role Approver?In the WebEx Participant panel, please answer the question by selecting the corresponding box for the answer of your choice.  Please select your answer now.<Wait about 30-60 seconds for people to respond. May say, “Answers are coming in, we’ll give it just a moment.”  When majority of participants have entered response, go to next slide.>



Knowledge Check

Answer:
B. State Director

The State Director role does 
NOT have the ability to reassign 
tasks on behalf of another user.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The answer is B.  State Director.  This role does NOT have the ability to assign tasks for others.<May comment on survey results– e.g. It looks like half of you were correct, great job!….For those of you who did not select the correct answer and require more information about this or other user management features, please remember you may submit any questions privately via the Chat feature in the WebEx to Ask Me a Question.>



Knowledge Check

Survey:
True or False?

Prior to this update,
users were able to request a 

role removal in MACPro.

A. True
B. False

Webex poll question
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s try another question.  True or False?  Prior to this update, users were able to request a role removal in MACPro. Please select your answer in the WebEx participant panel.   Select A for True, or B for False.  Please select your answer now.<Wait about 30-60 seconds for people to respond. May say, “Answers are coming in, we’ll give it just a moment.”  When majority of participants have entered response, go to next slide.>



Knowledge Check

Answer:
B. False

Prior to this new update for 
User Management, users were 

NOT able to request a role 
removal in MACPro.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The answer is B- False.  Prior to this new update for User Management, users were NOT able to request a role removal in MACPro.  Role removal is new feature that will come in handy in your work.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to this recorded training and the accompanying slides, we have other resources available for your reference.



Additional Resources

MACPro Role and Administrative Training Slides
 https://www.medicaid.gov/state-resource-

center/medicaid-and-chip-program-
portal/downloads/macproroleadmintraining.pdf

MACPro Role and Administrative Training Video
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yOfo992Dms&f

eature=youtube
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Should you need additional information on MACPro user management, please visit the links listed here to view the recorded MACPro Role and Administrative Training and corresponding slide deck.These resources are valuable for new users deciding which user role they will need to request, as well as experienced users needing a refresher on specific functions for all MACPro roles.

https://www.medicaid.gov/state-resource-center/medicaid-and-chip-program-portal/downloads/macproroleadmintraining.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yOfo992Dms&feature=youtu.be


Questions?

Webex meeting panel
25

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s pause and check in to see if there are any questions before we continue.  Please submit your questions via the WebEx.  Select the Chat icon and submit your question to "Ask Me a Question."Great questions.  Ok, let's continue on.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to resources just discussed, technical assistance is available to MACPro users via the MACPro Help Desk.



Help Desk and 
Technical Assistance

Browser Version necessary to access MACPro

Google Chrome Google Chrome updates automatically. The 
most recent version is supported

NOTE: Google Chrome is the optimal web 
browser for using MACPro. 

Mozilla Firefox Mozilla Firefox updates automatically. The 
most recent version is supported

Microsoft Internet Explorer Version 11

Users who attempt to access MACPro using 
Internet Explorer browser versions lower than 
11 will see a screen indicating that they are 
using an unsupported browser. Login will be 
prevented
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some common issues we receive at Help Desk may be avoided by working in web browsers compatible with MACPro.  This table outlines web browser version details for accessing the system. Please note that Google Chrome is the optimal and recommended web browser for MACPro.  Should you choose to access MACPro with Internet Explorer, version 11 is required. If necessary, we encourage you to work with your organization’s IT Department to prepare for working in MACPro. 



Help Desk and 
Technical Assistance

Software Version necessary to access MACPro

Windows 10 Not applicable. Software does not impact ability to 
access MACPro

OS X Yosemite Not applicable. Software does not impact ability to 
access MACPro
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This table lists the software requirements for accessing MACPro.  Again, this is for your future reference as you use the MACPro system. 



Help Desk and 
Technical Assistance

Contact the MACPro Help Desk
 Email: MACPro_Helpdesk@cms.hhs.gov
 Phone: 301–547–4688

Within MACPro, select "Request System Help" link

Request System Help link

29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For issues related to the MACPro system, please email the MACPro Help Desk at MACPro_Helpdesk@cms.hhs.gov, or call 301-547-4688.  You may also select the “Request System Help” link within MACPro, and your request will be routed to the Help Desk.

mailto:MACPro_Helpdesk@cms.hhs.gov


Help Desk and 
Technical Assistance

Information to provide in your email request:

 User contact information (Name, callback number, 

organization/state, email address, User ID)

 Component (Medicaid State Plan/Quality Measures)

 Authority (AQM, CCQM, MCQM, MIH, HHQM, Administration, 

HHSPA, Eligibility)

 Detailed description of your inquiry

 Last screen/tab/navigation activity before problem

 Screenshots
30

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to expedite an answer to your technical assistance request, please include the following information in your email to the MACPro Help Desk:Your contact information, including your email and callback numberThe program and authority you are using such as MACPro Quality Measures-AQMProvide a detailed description of your inquiry If applicable, specify the last screen viewed or activity performed before experiencing the issue; andInclude screenshots of the issue you are experiencing.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This concludes the presentation segment of today’s User Management training.  We hope you found this information helpful in continuing your work in MACPro.



Questions?

Webex meeting panel
32

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s check back in with Katie to see if there are any questions before we continue to our In-System Demonstration.  As a reminder, please submit your questions via the WebEx chat feature to "Ask Me a Question."Thank you for these questions.  Ok, let's continue on.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, we will begin the MACPro in-system demonstration of new User Management functionality.



Role Requests: Adding, 
Modifying, and Removing

All MACPro users have the ability to: 
 Add a new role
Modify a current approved role 
 Remove a current approved role 

All requests are routed to the appropriate role approver to 
be approved or denied.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start off our demo, we will be going over how to add a new role, modify a currently approved role, and remove a currently approved role.  All MACPro users will have these capabilities.  This slide is for your future reference.  Let’s move into the MACPro system to demonstrate this functionality. Move into TRN environment.



Role Requests: Approving
or Denying

35

Role approvers will receive an email notification letting 
them know that there is a pending role request awaiting 
their approval

Role approvers have the ability to:
 Place requests in their queue 
 Enter notes if desired
 Approve role requests
 Deny role requests
 Approve role removal requests
 Deny role removal requests

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we have seen how to request a role addition, modification, and removal, we will now demonstrate how to approve or deny these requests as a role approver.  This slide is for your future reference. Move back into TRN environment.  



Task Reassignment for Self

Self Task Reassignment applies to:

 State Editor
 State Point of Contact
 State Director
 CMS Point of Contact
 CMS Central Office 

Administrator
 Senior Reviewer

 Package Approver
 Package Disapprover
 Disapproval Coordinator
 Technical 

Assistance/Analytic 
Support roles
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only certain user roles within MACPro have the ability to self-reassign tasks.  Those roles are listed here for your future reference.



Task Reassignment for Self

37

These users will be shown a list of MACPro users with 
matching attributes to whom the task can be reassigned

The new assignee will receive an email notification once 
the task is reassigned

The original owner will receive an email notification 
letting them know that the task is no longer in their 
queue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will now move into the system to show how to self-reassign tasks.  The high-level steps are listed here for your future reference.



Task Reassignment on 
Behalf of Others

38

Task Reassignment on the behalf of others applies to:
 State System Administrator
 CMS System Administrator
 CMS Role Approver
 CMS Central Office Administrator
 Senior Reviewer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only certain user roles within MACPro have the ability to reassign tasks on behalf of others.  Those roles are listed here for your future reference.



Task Reassignment on 
Behalf of Others

39

These users will be shown a list of eligible tasks and 
MACPro users with matching attributes to whom the task 
can be reassigned

The new assignee will receive an email notification once 
the task is reassigned

The original owner will receive an email notification 
letting them know that the task is no longer in their 
queue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is for your future reference.  Let’s move back into MACPro to demonstrate this functionality.  
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